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Solution

The wolf is the traditional hero of
folk tales and epics of most people
in the world, it plays an important
role in the mythology of many,
mostly Northern peoples
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What is the mystical story behind your design?

The tundra wolf is a story about the spirit of the giant wolf devouring unwary hunters who
decided to hunt alone in the forest at night, but it can also help people in keeping the herds
healthy by killing weak and sick animals.
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Did you use images, graphics, fonts etc – not originally created by you? Did you get
very closely inspired from a source? That’s fine as long as you share that source-links.

I created two ideas of a wolf,inspired by the style shown on the website freepik.com. But I
created my own version. http://ru.freepik.com/free-vector/triangle-wolf-
design_723866.htm#term=волк&page=1&position=9 I used the fonts- Gill Sans MT Condensed,
Imperial BT
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Creative's profile

Norayr Sargsyan
logo designer
Yerevan, Armenia
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